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GRADUATION FOR TWO-YEAR AG. MEN

Seniors in School of Agriculture to Receive Diplomas Tomorrow

Tomorrow at 11 a.m., the graduation exercises of the Two-Year School of Agriculture will be held in the church at Storrs. The following program is to be given:

Music, Hungarian Dances
Johannes Brahms
Invocation
Address by John D. Willard, Director of Extension, Massachusetts Agricultural College
Presentation of Diplomas by President Charles L. Beach
Music, Entr'acte, Valse

GRADUATION AND is an intensely interesting speech. All year

The number of students graduating from the School of Agriculture is decreasing as this year there are but five, compared with eighteen in 1925, those receiving diplomas this year are:

Carl Everett Abrahamson, New Britain; Daniel Nichols Beard, Shelton; Lloyd Eston, Union; Frederick Raymond Smith, Hazardville; John Vlasto Viano, Newtown.

PLAN FOR NEW WATER SYSTEM

The State Legislature, at its last meeting, appropriated the sum of $200,000.00, and appointed a commission to investigate and develop new and independent water supply systems for the Connecticut Agricultural College and the Mansfield State Training School. Both of these institutions are now being supplied from the same system, and it has steadily been growing more inadequate. Several streams in the vicinity of the college have been surveyed and already test wells have been sunk in the Fenton river valley. It has been decided to use this valley as a source of water, and a pumping plant will be erected beside the river, probably near the point where the old abandoned highway crosses the river in the vicinity of Codfish falls. The system will consist of four wells with the necessary pumping equipment, and 7,000 feet of pipe line will be used to transport the water into the present system. The State Board of Health reports that water supplied from the gravels of the Fenton River valley is derived from pure springs and will require chemical treatment. It is estimated that the cost of this system will come well within the appropriation.

THE PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS BY INVOCATION

SUNDAY, MARCH 28
Mass, 8.45 a.m.
M's Bible Class, 10.00 a.m.
Morning Service, 11.00 a.m.
Rev. Morris E. Alling.
Christian Endeavor, 7 p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 29
Class Basket Ball.
TUESDAY, MARCH 30
Fraternity Meetings.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31
Easter Recess begins at noon.

ANNUAL TEA TO BE HELD SUNDAY

All Students Invited to Meet Faculty at Informal Gathering
On Sunday from 3:30-5:30 in Hawley Armory, The Annual Faculty Student Tea will be held.

The main purpose of this event is to give the students, especially those that entered the college this year, an opportunity to meet the Faculty. This gathering has been originated in the last few years, but this year more extensive plans have been made. The committee in charge has arranged a delightful musical program of entertainment that has been selected for the affair.

The various committees are:

Refreshments: Mrs. Hendrickson, Mrs. Putnam, Miss Margaret Hutton, and Mr. Young.
Program: Mr. Manter, Mr. Schwenk, Mr. Nelson.
Publicity: Mr. Patch, Mr. Tong.
Decorations: Mr. Dorsey, Mr. Guay, Mr. Tong.

This function will be a strictly informal affair in all respects and all students are cordially invited to attend.

TRACK MEN TRAIN FOR WESLEYAN MEET

Preparations for the fast approaching track season are rapidly nearing completion. The first meet will be with Wesleyan University at Middletown on April 24. Wesleyan has had a strong outfit for the past few years and Coach Daley's charges anticipate strong opposition. Although no individual stars have made an appearance as yet, the entire squad is in perfect form and eager to start the outdoor training, which will begin as soon as the Easter recess is over.

The contemplation of a 220 yard straight away and a new location for the jumping pit has been abandoned for the present.

DOLE DISAPPROVES OF NEW RULING

Aggie Coach Does Not Believe Use of Forward Pass Will Be Lessened — Will Not Change Plans For Next Fall.

"The football rules committee made a wild guess in their legislation last Saturday to curb long forward passing in the fourth quarter," said Sumner A. Dole, Varsity Coach at Connecticut College, when asked to state his opinion of the rule governing the forward pass.

Dole's views on the subject are of particular interest, for the College Mentor has been especially successful in the use of the overhead pass in the past seasons.

"In placing a five-yard penalty on a team unsuccessful in its attempt to complete a second or third pass beyond the fifteen yards, the rules committee probably believes that the wild heaving of passes in the fourth quarter will be greatly reduced," Dole said.

"Personally, I'm positive that a review of next season will show just as much long passing at the end of the game as before. And why not? If a team needs a touchdown to win, what difference does it make if five or ten yards are lost in an attempt to make twenty-five or thirty-five, which is successful will probably mean a touchdown and victory."

"No, I can't see where this rule will cure the evil, and I don't know of any legislation by the rules committee that will, unless the pass is eliminated from the game. It is going to handicap the team with the weak aerial attack, and I think it will mean more drill on the forward passing game. There will probably be fewer pass plays than before, but they will be better executed."

"Here at Connecticut the forward pass will play an important part in the offense of our 1926 eleven. We will probably direct more attention to a forward pass drill, and so far as the faculty of the new rule is concerned, it won't in any way affect our plans to use the overhead game."

"I do not believe the rule governing intentional safeties is a good one. It will do away with a weak-kneed avenue of attack, for the latter will now have a chance to score that would otherwise be lacking."
Frosh Spring Surprise and Defeat Sophomores

Seniors W L Pet. 6 2 .750
Sophomores 2 .714
Freshmen 3 .571
Juniors 3 .428
School of Ag. 2 .625

The Sophomores lost first place in the inter-class league to the Seniors, when the freshmen defeated the 1925 five to 11. The freshmen produced a dark horse in the person of Hewitt, who formerly held down a regular position with the Freshman varsity.

In the second game the Seniors defeated the School of Ag. five, 29-2. At the end of the first quarter the School of Ag. was leading, 2 to 0, but soon after the Seniors offense got going and scored well.

Only two games remain to be played in the league and the final standing will probably bring the Seniors and Sophomores together for an extra game to break the unexpected tie. The Sophomores play the School of Ag. while the Juniors meet the Freshmen. If the Sophomores win, they will be tied for first place with the Seniors. If the Juniors defeat the Frosh, they will be tied with the class of 1925.

The Freshmen outplayed the Sophomores throughout the thirty-two minutes of play and should have run up a larger score. Hewitt was the main cog of the Freshman machine and his fine playing featured. The Sophomores couldn’t break through the Freshman five man defense and all of their goals were of the long type.

The final score was 15 to 11 with Groves in left fielder. The Aggie captain ran in the league and the final outcome was decided when the Froshmen defeated the Sophomores.

The Froshmen defeated the School of Ag. five, 15 to 11 with R. G. Ford in the league. The Sophomores played the Juniors and were defeated.

SENIORS MOVE IN TO FIRST PLACE

SENIORS MOVE IN TO FIRST PLACE

The class championship in basketball will be decided next Monday night, when the senior and sophomore fives meet on the Haywood Armory court.

A fifteen cent admission charge will be made, with the understanding that the entire proceeds shall be turned over to the Varsity Club, which will use the money for the purchase of gold athletic emblems for seniors.

LITCHFIELD WINS CHAMPIONSHIP

Defeat Terryville to Take First Place in Store's Tournament For Second Year

Litchfield emerged the winner in the finals of the championship tournament of class C and D high schools conducted by Connecticut Agricultural College. The score was Litchfield 14, Terryville 13.

The game was nip and tuck throughout and the final score was a matter of doubt. Terryville was leading 13 to 12 with only a few minutes left to play when French, the Litchfield forward, eluded the Terryville guards and sank one from under the basket. This proved to be the turning point of the game and gave the championship to Litchfield.

The game was played in Waterbury because the distance to Storrs would have made too long a trip for the two teams. C. A. C. officials were in charge of the game.

CO-EDS WIN TWO AND LOSE SIX GAMES

Girls Basketball Team Completes Hard Schedule—Captain Grant High Scorer.

The Co-ed Basket Ball Team came through the season with two games won out of the eight played.

Captain Grant was a high scorer in every game with Murphy a close second.

Before half the season’s games had been played the team lost Class, as forward on the team. "Bobby" sprained her knee severely in the New Haven game, which prevented her from participating in any of the games following.

Taking everything into consideration, the games were considered as successes rather than failures due to the fact that the schedule was an exceptionally hard one in comparison with those of previous years.

Coach Gayer expressed the opinion that the past season’s team was one of the best of those which he had had at Connecticut.

CO-EDS TRUMPH OVER DEAN ACADEMY

Score 35-28

Connecticut Co-eds closed their basketball season Saturday, March 18, by defeating Dean Academy girls 35-28. Connecticut took the advantage of an early start and maintained it throughout the game. At the close of the half Connecticut lead 18-14.

The line-up was as follows:

C. A. C. 

Dean, rf, Kelley
Healey, rf, Schofield
Hopkins, c, Seymour
Buell, sc, Morse
Bartle, rg, Howard
Petter, ig, Price

Substitutions were: C. A. C., Bronson for Healey, Keirsted for Buell, Ford for Kelley, Kennedy for Monroe; Dean; Lachen for Farley, Starks for Luchen.

CO-EDS HOLD INTERCLASS SWIM

The swimming meet in which the Junior, Sophomore and Freshman Co-eds will compete for units toward the cup for inter-class athletics will be held next week.

The events are: Plain diving, fancy diving, 120 yard dash, 240 yard dash, under-water swim, and relay.

Winners of each event will score two points and seconds of each event one point.

Judges are Clarence F. Elmore, Coach Dolke, Harvey Gray and Mr. Guyer.

BASEBALL MEN HOLD OUTDOOR PRACTICE

Weather Hampers Use of Diamond—First Game Only a Month Away.

Connecticut Aggie baseball squad held the first practices of the current season Monday under the direction of Coach Sunner A. Doel. Gardner Dow Athletic field is not in shape for practice because of the continued rainy spells that have turned the baseball diamond into a quagmire. For the baseball varsity squad will have its daily workouts on the campus between Koons and Storrs dormitories until the weather permits the squad to move to the regular baseball diamond.

Coach Dolé is confronted with the problem of building up a practically new baseball nine to represent Connecticut this season because of the dearth of Varsity men and the failure of some of the regular players of the 1925 team to return to college.

George Wells, the mainstay of the 1925 pitching staff, has graduated last year. Makofski, one of the other two twirlers who have had some varsity experience. The pitching staff is also a problem to solve, but some of the Sophomore twisters are expected to show up this year. Eddy and Brooks of the 1925 first team are making a good bid for the pitching staff of the Aggies.

The other varsity men who are available this season are Ahern, captain of last year's team who has held down the dizzy corner for two years; Gilbert, who played in the outfield last year, but who is a capable catcher and may be used behind the bat this year; Schofield, regular second baseman, and Captain Seymour regular left fielder. The Aggie captain has just returned to the Hill after undergoing a successful operation at the Hartford hospital and should be able to play ball until late in the season.

Substitutes from the 1925 baseball squad include Horn and Ajello, outfielders, and Yardsley, infielder. The loss of Wardle, varsity catcher and Tiernan, centerfielder, to college this semester will be felt, as these two men were good hitters and were expected to fill their old positions.

Among the candidates that are showing up are Williams, first baseman, and Watson and Kennedy, outfielders. Those three men were on the freshman baseball squad last year.

Daily practice sessions will be held up to Easter so that Coach Dolé can get a line on his material. Batting sessions will be stressed as the team last year was weak with the willow. After Easter recce the baseball twisters will practice on the baseball diamond if the weather permits.

Few of the positions on the 1925 baseball nine are clinched and every candidate will be given a chance to show his ability in the spring practice sessions. The first game will be held at Brown University at Providence on April 21. This opening contest is arranged by Coach Dolé plans to put in all the practice possible before that game.
To the Editor—

Far be it from me to make C. A. C. a place where angelic young men and women wear hallucinations, and spend their free hours singing hymns or plucking a harp. Still, I should like to see the Aggies exercise their sense of decency in one or two matters in particular.

For one thing—the treatment some of our Assembly speakers and guests get from the students. We occasionally have to listen to some dry speakers, I'll admit—they do not walk where it will tend toith, Profes- sor H. F. Judkins.

These speakers. The discourteous and parently regrettable, smce It unintelligent behavior of a few stu- dents used the ground is soft.

Contrary to popular opinion, those of us who have charge of laws do not want to prevent or forbid people from walking across them, provided, they do not walk where it will tend to produce a path. As the late Professor Gulley used to say, "It will not do any harm to walk on the grass if you go where no one else has ap- parently walked this." It is simply another way, Don't establish in another way, Don't establish F. B. Thompson.

We occasionally have to listen to some dry speakers, I'll admit—they do not walk where it will tend to path, Profes- s sor H. F. Judkins.

The discourteous and parently regrettable, since it is possible that he might broadcast his impression to others.

The Assembly Committee is an even break!

"AGGIE AND AGGIE."

To the Editor:

There has been much discussion recently on a subject which we should think might become public instead of being held in the dark recesses of Holcomb Hall. It is generally known that two girls from the regular squad, who did not play in the game, had broken a serious training rule with loss of their letters. It is not generally known, however, that the result of this is that girls who would receive their letters are being asked to sacrifice them; to play the martyr simply because there are two who are not sports enough to take their Just due.

One argument used is that all the girls have broken the rule in regards to eating between meals and should be treated the same; but how many will be punished by taking the letters from those who have earned them? Just a few and the rest will be free. Should those who have worked, put all they had into the games be subject to a measure which in no way afects the rest, but how many will be punished by taking the letters from those who have earned them? Just a few and the rest will be free. Should those who have worked, put all they had into the games be subject to a measure which in no way affects the rest.

It is said that a precedent will be established but what kind of a pre- cedent? We ask that those who have earned their letters be allowed to have a square deal, and that their sympathies be left alone by those who are working upon them. It may be said in closing that it is not the athletic director who is asking this sacrifice.

R. L. M. '28

THE CONNECTICUT CAMPUS

To the Editor of the Campus:

Dear Sir:

Will you, through the columns of the Campus, call attention to the soft condition of our grounds during the next few weeks damage can occur more easily than at any other season of the year. I would call attention particularly to the park- ing of automobiles close to dormi- tories, the driving of cars on the lawns, and the short cuts used when the ground is soft.

Contrary to popular opinion, those of us who have charge of lawns do not want to prevent or forbid people from walking across them, provided, they do not walk where it will tend to produce a path. As the late Professor Gulley used to say, "It will not do any harm to walk on the grass if you go where no one else has apparently walked this." It is simply another way, Don't establish F. B. Thompson.

The charter members number thirteen, and are as follows:

Faculty members: President Charles L. Beach, Professor H. R. Mon- teith, Professor H. F. Judkins.


Class of 1918: T. H. Beich, J. S. Hilding, S. E. Morse, P. L. Sanford, F. B. Thompson.
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WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
brought here to address our assemblies. This is not the time or place to argue the question of the value of compulsory attendance, for that fact must now be accepted. We ought to remind ourselves that the appointment placed at the disposal of the Assembly Committee is not large. At best it allows for about one or two outstanding ability or an event of great excellence such as Louise Stallings Concert, each month.

For the events so far this year, we hear only praise on all sides, and the Assembly Committee should be praised for the stand of talent it has bringing here. It happens now and again that a speaker turns out to be not exactly and particularly interesting; although probably no speaker has come who has not interested some and would in almost every instance interest more if it wasn't for the discourtesy of inattention and unnecessary noise. After all, apart from courtesy, such disturbances show a lack of loyalty to the college. Often a speaker is invited to assist not because of his outstanding ability, but because of his deep interest in and value to the institution. Those who fail to give courteous attention to such a speaker are really hurting the interests of the college to which they are supposed to be devoted. It is a pleasure to note that the centers of these disturbances only involve a small percentage of the student body. It is true, of course, that the acoustics are not of the best. We are glad to learn on authority that an experiment of amplifiers is to be made so that this may be corrected. Let us all think about this matter and see if we cannot achieve a better mor- ale at our assembly hours.

CONNECTICUT NIGHT

"Connecticut Night" was successfully inaugurated last Friday in the college dining hall, when varsity certificates were awarded members of the football and basketball teams of the present college year. The affair was well planned, the excellent program adding much to the occasion. Without question, "Connecticut Night" is a great improvement over the plan followed in other years, when certificates were awarded at President's Hour, and when many of the lettermen were absent. Congratulations are due the committee that planned "Connecticut Night," and it is to be hoped their efforts have set a precedent to be followed in the future. TIME OUT!

We take great pleasure in announcing that because of the Easter recess, there will be no further issues of The Campus until Friday, April 16. And what is more gratifying to us; the women students will assume all responsibility for editing that issue. They will publish the Annual Co-Ed Issue on that week.

Possibly we should not be so glad for this rather extended vacation from our college duties, nevertheless we are. For in it we see an opportunity to catch up with our studies, which to date have been neglected in favor of pressing journalistic endeavors.

HONOR ROLL IS ANNOUNCED

Forty-eight Students Achieve Honors.

Change Made In Method of Selection.

The Register's Office announces that the following have made Connecticut scholar honors for the term from September, 1925, to February, 1926:

HONORS OF THE FIRST GRADE

Ackerman, Richard A.
Clark, Charles A.
Cleveland, Harold W.
Collins, Edward R.
Disselkiver, Rosalia
Geissler, Carl A.
Grant, Faith S.
Guberman, Max G.
Hall, Alice E.
Hill, Henry E.
Koster, Martha
Kuhl, Charles W.
Pierce, Raymond
Pratt, Willis H., Jr.
Raley, William
Robenblatt, Joseph
Rodger, Jack H.
Russell, Smauel
Walford, Edward
Wong, Elmer
Welsh, Catherine

HONORS OF THE SECOND GRADE

Bartle, Elizabeth M.
Breitwiser, John L.
Carlson, Carl W.
Champion, Glenn
Clarke, Andrew J.
Coughlin, Edith
Daly, James M.
Daley, Raymond K.
Flagg, Lucy E.
Gonnell, William H.
Horne, John R.
Johnson, John
Larson, Lilly
Matthews, Florence H.
Nelson, Edwin E.
Root, Margaret
Rudecker, Service, Elizabeth C.
Sherry, Israel
Skephor, Louis Sullivan, John
Tomkin, Dorothy
Watson, Harold P.
Williams, Ray C.
Wolcott, Edward S.
Young, Harold

There has been a slight change in the method by which the rankings are computed. At present the standings are determined by multiplying the rank obtained in each course by the number of credits which each respective course is scheduled for. These are totaled up and the sum is divided by the total number of credits carried, giving the average rank of the student. All those whose average rank is placed between one and fifteen will receive honors of the first grade, and those whose ranks average between sixteen and twenty-five are entitled to honors of the second grade. Furthermore, any student who may rank in the last quarter of a course will not be eligible to receive any honor, even though his average is within the required limits.

ATHLETIC NIGHT VOTED A SUCCESS

Twenty-five Athletes Receive Certificates at Annual Night. Its Kind Likely to Become Annual Affair.

Twenty-five Connecticut Aggie athletes were awarded their varsity "C" marks at an "Athletic Night," which was held last Friday night at the college dining hall. The student body and members of the faculty at tended the event, which this function a huge success. President Charles L. Beach presided at the banquet and presented twenty-nine varsity certificates to football and basketball let- ter men.

President Beach, in his short introductory talk, pointed out the importance of athletics in the life of the American today. He pictured Sportsman bay in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine as an expression of the fact that religion and the church do not frown on sport, but sympathize with it, recognize its worth, and rejoice in its cooperation.

George Hollister, president of the Connecticut Alumni Association, was the next speaker on the program, and commended the college for the splendid record and high standard of sportsmanship which the Connecticut teams have upheld. He stated, "The alumni were pleased with the rapid advancement the college is making in athletics and scholastic achievements."

Dr. Henry K. Denlinger delivered a splendid oration on the "Intelligent Athlete of Today." He connected education with athletics, and maintained that education should include that of the body as well as the mind. He maintained a man could be an athlete and yet be a scholar. Dr. Denlinger's anecdotes were greatly appreciated by the audience, and he was given great applause.


The dining hall was fittingly arrayed for the affair and an interesting musical program was given by the college orchestra. The male quartet, Ander- son, Pratt, Kallstrom and Gausser, rendered a few selections.

With enthusiasm running high, Cheerleader Costlin led the student body in cheers. The cheering was long and loud and praise of the achievements of the athletic teams of the past sea- son. The event ended with the singing of the Alma Mater.

STATE COLLEGE PLAYERS ELECT OFFICERS

At a recent meeting of the newly organized State College Players, Al- bert H. Davis, Jr. was elected president of the organization. Other offi- cers elected were Irene Ellis, vice- president; Leo HANDLER, manager, and Lily Larson, secretary.
R. O. T. C. UNIT
DENIED PETITION

Request For Band Instruments Turned Down.—Possibility of Band Next Year.

Because Connecticut Agricultural College does not have 250 men in uniform in its R. O. T. C. Unit, the War Department has turned down the petition of Captain C. R. Crim for musical instruments for a twenty-eight piece band. This was the statement of Captain Crim yesterday, who said that a recent change in army regulations was all that prevented C. A. C. from receiving a complete set of band instruments free.

This contradicts rumors heard locally in the past week to the effect that band instruments were to be furnished the college. Captain Crim did say, however, that there is a possibility of the college obtaining instruments next year, when there should be 250 uniformed men in the unit. This year, the local R. O. T. C. had about 220 men when school opened. The value of the instruments that Captain Crim hoped to get for the college is $1,710.

FORESTRY CLUB TO CONSTRUCT CABIN

Members of the newly-organized Forestry Club have recently been engaged in the construction of an Adirondack type log cabin. The camp, advantageously situated near the pine plantation north of Four Corners, will provide a rendezvous for numerous excursions and outing parties. The lumber used in construction as well as the site, was donated by F. C. White of Coventry, who owns a large tract of woodland in the neighborhood. Professor A. E. Moss and Alfred Doppel of the Forestry department, under whose supervision the work is rapidly progressing, announce that the cabin will be available for all who wish to take advantage of its facilities by the middle of May. The plan is to establish similar structures about the surrounding country to serve as nuclei for hunting and fishing trips or over night hikes. Prospective sites for future camps are in Gurleyville on the tract of which the College is contemplating purchase, and in the Natchaug State Forest near Eastford. Support by students interested in the project, and particularly those who intend to make use of the cabins, is solicited.

A. G. R. BANQUET

The annual Alpha Gamma Rho banquet was held last Saturday at the Hotel Garde in Hartford. The banquet was held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Alumni Association.

“SHAKES” PARTY

The annual “Shakes” party will be held Tuesday evening, April 6, the last day of Easter recess. Preparations are now under way to entertain a large gathering at the Theta Sigma Chi house for that night.

Pick a pipe and pack it with good old P. A.

TALK about “alliteration’s artful aid” . . . the printer certainly raided the “p” box that trip. But let that go! The advice is just as serious and sound as though it were couched in the careful diction of an English prof.

Just get yourself a jimmy-pipe and fill the bowl to the brim with Prince Albert. Light up, and let the first fragrant whiff tell you that no other tobacco is like P. A.—or can be! Cool and sweet and fragrant, P. A. has everything a fellow ever wished for in a smoke.

P. A. can’t bite your tongue or parch your throat. The Prince Albert process settled that in P. A.’s freshman year. Get yourself a tidy red tin of Prince Albert today. The first load-up will tell you why pipes are so fashionable among young men today.

PRINCE ALBERT
—no other tobacco is like it!

© 1928 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
ENGINES RETURN FROM ANNUAL TRIP

The annual engineering trip to New York took place last week and many interesting plants and processes were inspected by the M. E. students. Mr. Dresser conducted the party, which was made up of the following students: Reveridge, Billip, Evans, Eyre Horne, Phelps, Williams and Yarney.

On Monday, March 15, the party visited the Metropolitan Insurance Building, where they were given the opportunity of seeing the city from the tower. Study was made of the elevator hoisting engines, after which the lighting, power and refrigerating facilities were inspected. Lunch was obtained in the immense dining hall where the insurance company provides lunches daily for 9,000 employees free of charge.

Tuesday saw the group in Kearny N. J., where they inspected the power plant of the Western Electric Company. Here, also, they were given the opportunity of seeing the manufacture and assembly of Diesel engines. These immense mechanisms are all assembled, and most of the parts are manufactured in the New York plant.

The Edison Lamp Works next claimed the attention of the party and Thursday was spent inspecting the various processes in the manufacture of electric light bulbs. Here on exhibit were seen the earliest and most modern types of bulbs and a very interesting history of the bulb industry was presented. Model rooms and window displays, with latest and most efficient lighting fixtures, were also studied and proved very interesting to the students.

Friday morning the group boarded the S. S. Aquitania, where they inspected the boiler rooms and the gigantic turbines which propel the huge ship through the sea at the rate of twenty-eight knots per hour. A thorough inspection of the boat was impossible, however, as she was scheduled to sail at noon.

THREE SPORTS IN ONE DAY FOR KENNEDY

Seldom is it that an athlete participates in baseball, football and basketball all in one day, yet that was the unique experience of a Connecticut Aggie student last Monday. Howard Kennedy '26, of New Haven, reported for work in the first outdoor session of the Connecticut Aggie baseball squad at 3.30. From 6.30 to 7.30 he was going through signals with the varsity football team, which is now in its second week of spring practice. Then with football practice over, he immediately donned a basketball uniform, and played a fast game for his class basketball team. Kennedy is only a sophomore and close observers of his work expect to see him make varsity letters in all three sports before he graduates from Connecticut.

SPRING FOOTBALL COMES TO CLOSE

Spring football practice came to a close today and forty men, the largest group Coach Doyle ever had to work with, are already anticipating the next season. Despite the large group of candidates which reported, Doyle is faced with a difficult task in his 1926 campaign. With only six letter men from last year's squad as a nucleus, and three or four possibilities from the sophomore class, the fact remains that gridiron aspirants have experienced any appreciable amount of intercollegiate competition. Of satisfaction to Coach Doyle, however, is the fact that competition for varsity berths will be more pronounced this year than ever before. Up to this time because of the limited number of candidates, this condition has been lacking.

This practice has given the candidates the opportunity to realize the necessity of keeping in condition. At the present time, interest in football is running high, and close observers feel that Coach Doyle has the makings of a strong eleven. Among no small portion of the student body there was a feeling of pessimism regarding the 1926 grid season, largely because Connecticut will lose so many veterans by graduation in June. This atmosphere has been rather dispelled by the large turnout of candidates the past two weeks and now football for this year is being viewed more optimistically.

STUDENTS FEEL GRIPPE ATTACK

Infirmary Calls Increase as Mild Flu Epidemic Visits Campus

A mild form of influenza has been in existence on the Hill this year as is evidenced by the fact that the number of Infirmary calls has increased from one-half to one-third more than in preceding years, according to figures obtained from Miss Peck. The number of students confined to the Infirmary has also shown a marked increase. The figures show that the total number of office calls up till Mar. 15 was 247. The month of March has been an especially busy one at the Infirmary. The high point was reached on Mar. 15 when a total of forty office calls were treated.

Anytime Anywhere

Eddie's Taxi

Phone 941

FOR A GOOD MEAL

Go To

Jimmie's

Steaks, Chops, Sandwiches, Etc.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
CO-ED WEEK SET FOR APRIL 16

Campus to Be Turned Over to Co-eds For That Week

The annual Co-ed Week this year will start April 16, continuing over the week-end. The Campus will be issued by the Co-eds on Friday. The board for that number will be chosen from the members on and aspirants to the regular board. The Co-ed Formal will be held at night with all its accustomed "pep" and with the assurance of a good time. This year the decorations are to be carried out to produce the effect of an "old fashioned garden."

A Tea Dance, Saturday afternoon, is a new feature added to Co-ed Week. The gowns have never seemed as much as they did last spring. The Glee Club has a larger group than the Glee Club has hither-ment meeting on Wednesday, Barbara is a new feature added to Co-ed Week. There were interesting short talks by Charles Dufresne of Willimantic, and Father Bellec of Saint Mary’s church, Willimantic. Andre Roux, who has often helped to make Professor Croteau’s programs enjoyable, sang in French.

The other musical offerings included solos by Miss Rose Mishkin, Miss Henrietta Chateau, Miss Flora Kaplan, Miss Edith Coughlin, and group singing by the Spanish Classes.

To round out the evening, there was a novel contest in dictation in which the following took part: Misses Julia Sherwin, Sally Ellissony, Rena Cohen, Lois Savage, Henrietta Chateau, Olive Nase and Helen Klein and Carl Ajello. The contestants gave short recitations on which the judges Madame Roux, Mr. Dufresne, and Father Bellec based their decisions.

W. S. G. A. ELECTS BARBARA CASE

At the Women’s Student Government meeting on Wednesday, Barbara Case of the Junior class was elected to serve one year as the women’s student representative on the Board of Administration of the Community House. With the Community House nearing completion, need was felt for a group that would govern the policies and direct the activities of this new project.

A board of administration has been organized to begin its duties April 1. It will consist of representatives from the various clubs and societies in Storrs and one representative from both the men and women student bodies.

GRADY JOINS BENEDICT

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Cardinal of Wil- limantic have announced the marriage of their daughter, Alma, to Anthony Grady of Worcester, Mass. The marriage took place several weeks ago.

WHY BRICK & SULLIVAN?

The place you are sure to find what you are looking for in FOOTWEAR

HEYWOOD SHOES AND OXFORDS FOR MEN

All the snappy up-to-the-minute styles for women.

PRICES RIGHT—FITTED RIGHT

BRICK & SULLIVAN

Phone 951

728 MAIN ST.
RIFLE TEAM HAS SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Win Twenty-two Out of Thirty Matches—Rhode Island Defeated in Shoulder to Shoulder Match.

The Connecticut Aggie Rifle team brought its season to a close by firing in the National Hearst Trophy Match, which included practically all the college rifle teams in the country. This season the team was matched against the best collegiate teams in the country. The local sharpshooters enjoyed a successful season, winning twenty-two out of thirty matches. The outstanding meet was with Rhode Island, where the Aggies defeated the Engineers in a shoulder to shoulder match.

Summary of the matches:
Opponents C. A. C.
New York University Forfeit 3509
M. I. T. 3515 3655
Virginia Military Academy 3592 3665
University of Kansas 3503 3610
Denison University Forfeit 3725
Creighton University Forfeit 3725
Northwestern University Forfeit 3725
Johns Hopkins University 3756 3522
West Maryland College 3522 3674
University of Maine 3327 3671
University of South Dakota 3488 3674
North Carolina State 3644 3501
University of Delaware 3545 3501
University of North Dakota 3572 3586
University of Montana 3234 3586
Utah 3455 3586

CLEANING AND DYEING
HARTFORD DYE WORKS
28 Church Street, Willimantic, Conn.
Phone 135
Send Garment by Bus
Work Guaranteed Quick Delivery

Compliments of
GEM THEATRE
STORRS, CONN.
Phone Willimantic Div.
315-5 and 876-14

THE CONNECTICUT CAMPUS

MISCELLANEOUS

Mississippi A&M College 3305 3501
Penn State 3640 3501
Rhode Island State 1696 1730
Montana State 3491 3640
University of Missouri 3880 3602
University of Illinois 3788 3602
University of North Dakota 3572 3640
Oregon Agricultural College 3709 3640
C. C. N. Y. 3685 3725
Michigan State 3485 3725
Iowa State 3593 3725

The five high scores for the season were:
Lynch 4031 5200
Watson 4871 5200
Sellers 4782 5200
Kuhl 4743 5200
Other men on the team were Sweeton, Logan, Griffin, Kielwasser and Randolak.

RIFLE TEAM MADE MINOR SPORT
Following a successful season, the rifle team was recognized as a minor sport by a vote of the Athletic Association, with the recommendation that a minor sports "C" be awarded members of the team. This year Connecticut's riflemen have been successful in their matches with other colleges, winning twenty-two out of thirty matches.

BREAD, CAKE AND PaSTRY OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
PHILSITTE AND PHILSITTE
44 Church Street

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

DAWSON — FLORIST
WILLIMANTIC

FIRE WARDENS HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
Fire wardens of Windham and Tol-land counties held their annual meeting at Storrs March 18, sixty wardens being present. State Forester Austin F. Hawes presided over the meeting. At the morning session Dr. Simons gave a talk on the "Life History and Economic Importance of Trees." After dinner the meeting was resumed in Main 7. A. F. Hawes gave an illustrated lecture on "Western Forests," and then passed out questions for a general discussion. The party then proceeded to the Brook where the State Forestry Department put on a demonstration of a modern forest-fire pump. After inspecting the college buildings, the party broke up at 4:30 p. m.

A Complete Stock of Victrolas, Records, Pianos and Radio Equipment
UNITED MUSIC COMPANY 666 Main Street Tel. 240

Hail Spring! Our Spring Suits and Topcoats
Will let you greet the coming Spring with a dash and a vigor that the knowledge of being well dressed always inspires.

The Store Where You Rent That Tuxedo.

THE J. F. CARR COMPANY
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

MUSIC FURNISHED FOR ALL OCCASIONS
PEERLESS ORCHESTRA
Willimantic, Connecticut
PROSPER VEIGIARD, MANAGER
Telephones 879-966

S. KINZI K
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor
SUITS MADE TO ORDER $35.00 UP
Suits Steam-Cleaned and Pressed $1.50
Suits Pressed 50c.
55 Union St. Willimantic

Suits that We Dare to Recommend
W. L. DOUGLAS AND REGAL
CROSSETTS FOR LADIES & GENTS
W. N. POTTER

Eastern Connecticut's Leading DRUG STORE
THE WILSON DRUG CO.
Wholesalers and Retail Druggists
723 Main Street Willimantic, Conn.

THE WILLIMANTIC LUMBER & COAL COMPANY
Established 1862
Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and Builders' Supplies
87 Church St. Willimantic, Conn.
Telephone Connection

TRACY & WOLMER JEWELERS
Watches, Silverware, Jewelry and Diamonds.
All repair work, new special order work and diamond setting done in our own shop. We specialize in high-grade watch work.
688 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL BANK
Willimantic, Conn.

COMPLIMENTS OF JORDAN BUICK CO.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Louis H. Arnold INSURANCE In All Forms
PHONE 1000 810 MAIN ST.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

SNAPPY STYLES AT REASONABLE PRICES
MODERN SHOE STORE
786 Main St. Opp. Windham Nat.Bank

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL BANK
Willimantic, Conn.

Compliments of
GEM THEATRE ® WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT

CARS FOR HIRE
Local and Long Distance
TED HILTON'S TAXI SERVICE
STORRS, CONN.
Phone Willimantic Div.
315-5 and 876-14

TRIPS TO ALL GAMES

Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
Wright D. Gifford
Special Agent
Storrs, Conn.